For Video Installation click here

https://youtu.be/l1kVyTVKBHY
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Setting Up the Frame
Lay out the legs

Make sure bolt
holes are pointed
up

Lay all the leg
extension with
holes on left side.
All the leg
extensions without
holes on right side
(if you have a
10/12ft all the leg
ext with have holes

Use the small bolts
to connect the leg
extension to the W
leg

Connect (2) W leg to
top rail with T joint.
Make sure all the
bolt holes on the
legs are pointing
towards the inside
of the trampoline.

Screw in the small
bolts into the inside
of the t-joint. As
seen on the picture.

Take one top rail
without T Joint and
connect to the
other side of the
Top Rail With T
Joint. Keep
alternating top rails
and legs all around
until the full
trampoline is built
in a circle. As seen
below. Don’t forget
to put on the bolts
on the legs and
every T-Joint.

Connect the frame as seen below. Do not forget to screw in the small bolt on the inside of the Tjoint.
When screwing in the bolts make sure the top rails are connected securely and tight. If not wiggle the
frame until it is.

Putting on the Jumping Mat

Place all the springs on the frame. As seen above.

Lay out the jumping mat as seen above. Start exactly in the middle of the jumping mat and frame. Put
the 12’o clock spring on first and then put on the 6’oclock spring. Put one spring on each side of the T
Joint. Do not put all the springs on from left to right as you will potentially break the frame and springs

Now connect 1 spring at each T joint junction, one of the left and one on the right of each T Joint. Make
sure you are counting the slots on the frame and matching them to V hooks on the jumping mat.

Your trampoline should look like this. Notice every T joint junction has one spring on the left and one
spring on the right.

Now go around the trampoline and skip about 2 or 3 v ring and put on one spring. Do this all the way
around, skip 2 or 3 and put on one spring. Make sure the tabs on the V rings are nice and straight just
like one the on the left.

By doing this method it evenly distributes the weight of the springs and prevents overstretching any one
spring. It also does not add too much stress on any part of the jumping mat potentially causing it to rip
at the edges prematurely.

Now go ahead and put all the springs on.

Putting on the spring pad

Take out the spring pad, unfold and lay it around the perimeter of the trampoline. Tie each strap to the
nearest T-Joint of the frame. On the inside of the spring pad there is clip. Hook the clip to the nearest V
ring on the jumping mat. Do this to all the clips and straps of the spring pad.

Connect all the net poles together as shown above. Notice the square holes on the bottle parts of the
pole. The square part is where the pole will mount into the frame.

Put the 2 longs bolts and black spacer as seen on the left on the net enclosure pole, the 2 holes on the
bottom of the pole is for this purpose. Then mount the net pole on the leg extension of the trampoline
frame.

Mount all the poles onto the leg extension of the trampoline. For the 14, 15 and 16ft trampoline the
net poles will be on every other leg extension. For the 10 and 12ft trampolines the net poles will be
on every leg extension.

Install the net as shown above. Make sure the zipper is closed and the clip on the entry is on the outside
of the trampoline. Put on about 1ft on each sleeve and work your way around. Once all the sleeves are
mounted like above, go around and pull each sleeve about 2-3 ft until the net is all the way down.

Once the net is all pulled down, tie all the straps to the V rings. Start at the zipper. Make sure the
zipper is all the way down and closed. Tie the few straps one the left and the right of the door in a V
formation towards the door. This will take some pressure off the zipper and allow it to close easier.

Caring for your trampoline
1. Keep spring pad uv treated and clean of dirt and debris to prolong the life of material.
2. When spring pad is noticeably dirty clean it with soap and water.
3. Do not leave the trampoline out in heavy snow conditions as excessive snow will put lots of
pressure on the springs and jumping mat and will cause it to tear
4. Do no wear shoes or clothes with sharp or metal rivets while jumping
5. Keep debris off the trampoline such as trash, leaves, rock, etc as a small puncture can lead to big
tears.
6. Keep animals and pets away/off trampoline mat.

